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then passed on to the newcomers, who in turn can
mould it and refashion it. The same is true of any form
of human grouping: men associate for some purpose,
and ideas are generated and transmitted. There is a
British idea of life and a French idea, an urban view
and a rural view, a cosmopolitan view and a nationalist
view, an artist's view and a tradesman's view. All
these attitudes and concepts are bound to react on one
another, and one may triumph over and destroy another,
But the sharing of an idea in Trade Union or college, or
town, or nation, or religious sect does not create new
persons in any real or accurate sense of the word.
And if there are no real persons apart from individual
organisms, then there can be no real wills that transcend
the separate wills.
Psychologically false, the doctrine of the General
Will is also practically vicious. It hands unlimited
powers to the p^fSon or persons who can claim to formu-
late it, and creates a superior class who can logically
inflict * forcible freedom * on everybody else for their
* real good *. Plato and Hegel faced the results of their
premises and stood rigidly against democracy. But
few will be found in these days to join them in their
stand : we have tasted overmuch the fruits of autocracy.
Both identified State and society, and in that identifica-
tion Dr. Bosanquet has, for all practical purposes,
joined them. Man is thus delivered over to Caesar,
bound mercilessly in the shackles of * real freedom % and
told to be contented because Caesar knows all about his
troubles. The nineteenth century restored Leviathaa
to social theory, but the new Leviathan was not so
simple a monster as Hobbes* guarantor of security : he
had a touch of Pecksniff in his constitution. He was to
devour us for our own good.
The theory of State sovereignty played naturally into

